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On the 17th November, key stakeholders from across various NHS trusts, ICSs 
and other organisations came together to align on the need for change in talent 
management in finance for the NHS. The participants spent time learning how 
other large public and private sector institutions manage their talent before 
collectively shaping a vision for the future of talent management in finance and 
agreeing some key actions to take forward after the session.
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Welcome and Objectives

Welcome and thank you for taking the time out of your busy schedules, I know how 
demanding it is at the moment. Today we’ll be working with a team who we think will 
help us, to motor on through our objectives and make a real difference.
Today we’ll be looking at why we think we might need to change our approach and 
retain talent in finance function. We’re going to hear some stories about what other 
people have done in this space, let’s pinch some really good ideas from other 
organisations and what they’ve done well.

The team today consists of different roles across a range of trusts to create real 
diversification. We’ll be thinking about how we can improve our current offering and 
create tangible ideas we can take forward. So not much to do in just a day! But 
we’re convinced that we’ve got the right capability here to make this happen
We’re coming together to help shape the future, it’s in your hands today, it’s your job 
and why you’re here.

Our staff said they want inclusive approach to talent management for everyone, 
always. And we will be developing an inclusive talent management strategy for NHS 
finance.
I’d encourage you to share your experiences, network, reach out to people you’ve 
not met, and connect people from different backgrounds. What we create here today 
will be going to Julian and the board ahead of launching our strategy nationally.

Throw yourselves into today and thank you again for coming!
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Welcome and Objectives

Together we will…
1. Reflect on why we need change in our system’s 

approach to talent identification and retention
2. Understand how other large public and private sector 

institutions successfully manage their talent
3. Collectively shape and align around an ambitious 

vision for our how we want Talent Management and 
our People Value Proposition to look and feel 
by 2026

4. Explore options around how we can improve our 
talent management processes for the benefit of all 
stakeholders

5. Agree 1 or 2 priority areas of focus on, to deliver our 
vision, and the work we need to undertake to make a 
difference
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What Talent Management Means to Us
Participants then heard from both public and private sector organisations on 
how they manage talent.

Senda Kavindele, Head of Inclusion, Diversity and Equity at KPMG, spoke 
about the initiatives in KPMG and how the firm is building a culture ensuring a 
fairer future for all.

Kelly McLister and Fiona Smith from HMRC shared a range of internal 
Accelerated Development Programmes and HMRC’s Management 
Development Programme that provide the opportunity for colleagues to further 
develop and enhance their leadership skills.

James Devine, the UK Lead for Health and Care Workforce at KPMG, described 
the psychology around staying in a job and the key trends that need to be 
considered when reimaging and transforming talent. He also shared an excerpt 
from KPMG’s CEO Outlook explaining that leadership are putting their people 
first and that when developing a Talent Management framework it is key to have 
practical and easy to use design principles that are inclusive and future proof.

Finally, Mike Clark, VP of Finance Strategy & Transformation at CCEP shared 
his experiences on why managing talent is important as well as the approach 
that CCEP has to talent management before Fiona Burns, a Director in People 
Consulting at shared a point of view on harnessing the power of people to drive 
performance and growth.
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What Talent Management Means to Us
Participants were asked reflect on all they had heard so far and consider what they are 
currently doing well and where they have gaps in the talent management space. They were 
then asked to complete an exercise looking through a specific lens and answering questions 
what talent management means to them
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What Talent Management Means to Us
NON-MANAGEMENT / NON-ACCOUNTING ROLES

Where do we feel we are doing well in the 
talent management space right now? Where do we believe we have gaps?

• Good material available
• Schemes – grads, apprenticeships

• Discussions with teams at individual level
• Good processes

• Grad rotation
• Sponsors

• Interviews – panels / do you want to work 
• Locally access potential

• Use material more
• Signpost where to find it

• National focus
• Collate talent info – workforce / succession plans

• Share information at org level or dept level
• Vary by trust

• Rotation limited to grads – could extend / more secondment
• Board level with representation for talent 

• Internal application process – strict
• Losing talent

• Skills data
• Recruitment

• Plan for people to get potential
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What Talent Management Means to Us
NON-MANAGEMENT / NON-ACCOUNTING ROLES

What does equitable and inclusive 
talent management mean to us?

What do w e see as the key benefits of having a standardised 
approach to talent management across our organisations? 

What key opportunities w ill this enable?

• Equal chance to succeed and not fail
• Strategic perspective – talent mapped to 

business need

• What are skills
• What do we have and how can we measure 

– diversity stats

• Workforce needs understood
• Removing assumptions

• Honest conversations
• Opp to set timeline

• Retain people in NHS
• Don’t recreate the wheel 

• Clarity 
• Push agenda – more opportunities 

• Broader skillsets 
• Accessibility – same opps for people

• Removed bias
• Seen as fair

• Individual responsibility 

What are the potential barriers w e might face by proposing a 
standardised approach to talent management?

• Scale 
• System alignment 

• Culture
• Individuals view – were different

• Justify WFH
• Flexible – not level where they are today

• Tiered approach  recognise 
variance of start point

• Scale of orgs

• Coaching
• ICB – know people

• Governance – easier to more vs promote
• Travel

• Flexibility – people want to WFH
• Benefits clearer

• Gain exposure / silos
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What Talent Management Means to Us
TALENT MANAGEMENT ACROSS ICSs

Where do we feel we are doing well in the 
talent management space right now? Where do we believe we have gaps?

• Gap recognition
• Steps to bridge existing gap

• Work on integrating – bringing people & systems together
• Existing development programmes

• Data availability – via bi / yearly by census (London)
• Engagement from CFOs

• More accredited organisations across the NHS (level 1, 2, 3)

• Communication on existing programmes
• Outcome measurement from programmes

• Disparity of outcomes
• Transparency of programmes

• Impact of BALL
• Proactive rather than reactive response to talent management

• Building succession planning into day to day running
• Follow up on available data
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What Talent Management Means to Us
TALENT MANAGEMENT ACROSS ICSs

What does equitable and inclusive 
talent management mean to us?

What do w e see as the key benefits of having a standardised 
approach to talent management across our organisations? 

What key opportunities w ill this enable?

• Joined up approach across the system
• Being able to more around organisation with 

equal opportunity

• Keeping motivation in the system and a 
shared view of what talent management is, 
promotion / growing people in roles

• Senior leadership team to reflect diversity in 
the system

• Feeling valued & understanding of what 
individuals want

• Opportunities within the ICSs for movement 
of people in roles

• Less limited

• Depends on ICS structure perhaps i.e. fewer 
diverse orgs

• Standard flexible working, study policies

• More opps to review & assess – KPIs
• More diverse interview panels

• Standardised job descriptions reducing 
disparity across the orgs

• Less time & money on recruitment in the 
longer term

• Developing & retaining staff within the 
system

• Pool of people skilled up for key roles

• Shared posts & economies of scale
• Learning from orgs further along in the 

process than others, good examples to share

What are the potential barriers w e might face by proposing a 
standardised approach to talent management?

• Unique systems with own challenges 
• Time to properly focus on talent 

management, every body is very busy

• HR & OD in separate orgs wanting to do 
things differently

• Length of time to get all orgs on board with 
governance, culture & getting the message 
out

• One org may be further ahead than others, it 
may mean this slows down progress while 
others catch up

• All starting in different places

• Increasing staff expectation and being able 
to deliver e.g. investment of time & money 
for studying
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What Talent Management Means to Us
NEW PEOPLE MANAGERS

Where do we feel we are doing well in the 
talent management space right now? Where do we believe we have gaps?

• Retention * – depends on organisation. (* at certain levels)
• Good L&D for managers

• Access accountancy – helping line managers widening their 
approaches

• ‘what matters to you?’

• Shared learning & resources – good sharing best practice
• Networks – regionally & nationally

• Circ the blockers
• Recognising people’s ambitions

• Motivated / want to make a difference
• Flexible working – retention / recognition – celebrate success

• Retention – blockers
• Generic JDs 

• not structured at all  definition of bands & grades
• Inconsistency – not transferable

• L&D – not mandatory 
• Targeted approach not translated to finance

• Don’t focus on all protected characteristics re support
• Meaningful appraisals

• Qualified vs unqualified managers
• Don’t have clear succession – planning

• We don’t have enough convos about talent
• Supportive culture

• Reward / recognition 
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What Talent Management Means to Us
NEW PEOPLE MANAGERS

What does equitable and inclusive 
talent management mean to us?

What do w e see as the key benefits of having a standardised 
approach to talent management across our organisations? 

What key opportunities w ill this enable?

• Everyone had access – consistent
• Senior management is representative

• Understanding organisation vision
• All grades

• Focus & targeted at right individuals
• Training & development opportunities

• Measuring – collecting data
• Awareness

• Comparable data
• What are we doing with it

• Everyone is clear
• Movement of staff

• Manage progress
• Drawing out people – encouragement

• Identifying gaps – recruitment
• Attracting people

• Makes it easier – for new managers 
• Onboarding

• Better awareness

What are the potential barriers w e might face by proposing a 
standardised approach to talent management?

• Working with OD/ LD
• Being heard

• Conflict
• Time / resource

• Culture
• Leadership buy in

• One size fits all?
• Bureaucracy 
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What Talent Management Means to Us
FINANCE DIRECTORS (NATIONAL AND REGIONAL)

Where do we feel we are doing well in the 
talent management space right now? Where do we believe we have gaps?

• Listening events 
• There is ambition  we are here

• Share success stories
• Sponsorship programme

• Secondments (once agreed and setup)
• Some orgs RO objectives & PDRs well 

• Support groups for studiers / networks e.g. talent pool

• Limiting beliefs e.g. must have NHS exp. Or can only do MA/FA
• Lack of engagement by org FDs

• Re-orgs  recruitment freezes
• Inconsistent across the NHS

• Unclear objectives
• Lack of variety of roles

• Unclear objectives 
• No flexibility e.g. flexible working

• No embedded 1-2-1s, objectives, PDR  feels optional
• More shadowing

• Conversations about people
• No national consistent approach that all orgs sign up to

• CFO engagement
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What Talent Management Means to Us
FINANCE DIRECTORS (NATIONAL AND REGIONAL)

What does equitable and inclusive 
talent management mean to us?

What do w e see as the key benefits of having a standardised 
approach to talent management across our organisations? 

What key opportunities w ill this enable?

• Removes bias
• Increase recruitment & retention

• Diversity of thought
• No favouritism

• Not just a tick box exercise 

• Opportunity to be skills / values focused
• Consistency of approach  therefore 

analysis

• Sharing best practice  utilise Finance 
Academy Boards

• Need to agree principles – opportunity

• Make it easier to move org / region
• Opportunity – make it key part of core 

business

• Future proofing the function
• Streamlining recruitment

• Personal development is embedded
• Removes the ‘who you know’ element

What are the potential barriers w e might face by proposing a 
standardised approach to talent management?

• HR directors
• Sticking to letter of what is designed rather 

than the principle

• FD engagement / sponsor
• Lack of training for key skills

• Lack of consequence for not engaging / stick 
v. carrot  difficult to fire people therefore 
carrot is so important 

• Making it mandatory when people are happy 
where they are  need to sell the job
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What Talent Management Means to Us
BAND 7, 8A, 8B – HEADS OF FINANCE FOR DISCRETE AREA

Where do we feel we are doing well in the 
talent management space right now? Where do we believe we have gaps?

ONE NHS Finance 
• Sponsorship 

• Develop 
• Support 

• Training
• Breaking barriers

• EDI

• Where next?
• Why stay?

• Time served
• Hierarchies

• Standard processes

• Rigid structures
• NHS jobs

• Interviews

• Day to day pressures 
• Ambition/engagement 

• “Talent”

• Latent 
• Pro-active

• Variable quality across NHS
• Defining skills

• PDP
• Appraisals

• Non CCAB? Profile
• Access to opportunity  
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What Talent Management Means to Us
BAND 7, 8A, 8B – HEADS OF FINANCE FOR DISCRETE AREA

What does equitable and inclusive 
talent management mean to us?

What do w e see as the key benefits of having a standardised 
approach to talent management across our organisations? 

What key opportunities w ill this enable?

• Knowing the rules of the game
• Knowing what other teams do 

• Creating capacity to do this ‘headspace’
• Roles across sectors NHSE, commissioning, 

providers)

• Opportunity for rotational experience for all
• Development vs experience – reluctance for 

line managers to ‘allow’ external dev 
opportunity

• Greater knowledge of opportunity at all levels
• Transparency & equity

• Builds ‘system talent’
• Lower barrier to entry for ambitious people

• Visible structure – coaching on next steps

What are the potential barriers w e might face by proposing a 
standardised approach to talent management?

• Rigid structures
• Different circumstances e.g. childcare, 

disability 

• Ambition / engagement
• Variable approaches in different Trusts / 

organisations

• Variable funding
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What Talent Management Means to Us
APPRENTICES / GRADUATES

Where do we feel we are doing well in the 
talent management space right now? Where do we believe we have gaps?

• Technical training financial support – ACCA / CIMA / AAT
• Lots of training & leadership courses available ( One NHSF / HFMA)

• Some pockets of innovative scheme e.g. apprentices / uni placements
• Apprentice levy

• Grad scheme well known / respected 
• Becoming more inclusive 

• More open to those outside the NHS – career experience 

• Don’t know what the gaps are for development opportunities  often need to leave 
to get the skills

• Time for training / development etc  consultants / PA in contracts
• Variability of funding for e.g. CIMA / AAT / ACCA 
• Not good understanding of avail programmes
• Hard to navigate the many opportunities 
• Apprentice levy

• But do people know how to access it?
• Not just for new / young people

• Sideways talent moves not always considered talent management
• Lack of proactive engagement from e.g. HR + OD in orgs
• The NHS grad scheme may not be that well known!

• How representative is it?
• Lack of consistency / standardised approach
• Alumni networks for schemes 

• NHS grad scheme
• Leadership academy etc…

• Siloed into many NHS entities even across ICS’s
• Coca-Cola succession plan tool for each role
• Lack of people management skills
• Analytical capability
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What Talent Management Means to Us
APPRENTICES / GRADUATES

What does equitable and inclusive 
talent management mean to us?

What do w e see as the key benefits of having a standardised 
approach to talent management across our organisations? 

What key opportunities w ill this enable?

• Diverse enough?
• Apprenticeships – typically seen as school 

leavers / young people

• Clearer pathway. Is there a job at the 
end of it?

• If great people management then equitable & 
inclusive

• Graduate scheme… then what?
• Should value learning as important as taking 

a holiday

• Already labelled as apprentices or 
graduates… instead…

• … new to finance?

• … new to NHS?

• Will retain staff within the NHS
• Level the playing field

• Build a wider talent pool
• Should be able to have KPIs that could be 

measured

• Should save money
• Motivated workforce

• Bringing everyone up to a certain standard
• Multi skilled workforce to enable portfolio 

careers (finance  HR  Ops)

What are the potential barriers w e might face by proposing a 
standardised approach to talent management?

• How to navigate?
• Bureaucratic

• Too busy!
• Mangers not giving training / development 

the importance and time it deserves

• Initiative overload
• Getting to a standardised approach (e.g. 

unified Chart &  Accounts to enable the 
above)

• If leaders only pay lip service & don’t buy-in 
fully

• Smaller trust / org may find it harder to 
facilitate opportunities than larger orgs
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Building Our Finance Talent Management Vision

Participants continued their work in groups to build out their finance talent management 
vision by looking back from a position of success and thinking about how they achieved that 
vision, before aligning on their favourite one as a team in plenary
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Building Our Finance Talent Management Vision 

ALPHA
What was our vision for finance talent 
management that drove our success?

What are we famous for in our approach to talent 
management and how is NHS finance different now?

• Create an inclusive culture that attracts, recognises and develops 
talent to achieve a world class finance function / By reaching out to 
our communities and our people and providing tools and opportunities 
in a fair and accessible way

• All inclusive
• Seamless working – NHS staff 

pool, collaboration 

• Creating opportunities
• Flexible use of workforce

• Innovation
• High retention rates

• Staff – happy, proud
• #1 employer of choice for 

finance

• Most diverse/representative 
workforce at all levels

• Talent pipeline – all levels, 
collaboratively across NHS

• Stakeholder perception

• Reputation
• Agile/adaptive

• Long term career/opportunities 
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Building Our Finance Talent Management Vision 

BRAVO
What was our vision for finance talent 
management that drove our success? What obstacles did we have to work through in achieving the vision?

• We are One NHS Finance with a positive culture, building a diverse, 
inclusive, happy and motivated workforce with the skills required to 
enable improved health outcomes

• Changing mindsets
• Resistance to change

• Resources
• Cultural differences –

organisation and people

• Achieving synergy 
• Money 

• IT systems
• Broad engagement 

• Hybrid working flexible 24/7
• Having the skills

• Time constraints
• Maintaining momentum

• Structural changes

• Cynicism 
• Finance team buy-in

• Building/maintaining motivation
• Another PM!

• Organisational silos
• Rotation/availability of roles
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Building Our Finance Talent Management Vision 
CHARLIE

What was our vision for finance talent 
management that drove our success? How did we ensure our vision was future proof?

• Equitably cultivating everyone's best potential for the benefit of the 
NHS

• Future proofing and refreshing 
skills

• Digitally innovative!

• Embedded in culture though 
engagement 

• Listening and feedback 

• Co-created – national direction 
and local implementation. Input 
from local communities 

• Succession planning 

• Breaking down bureaucracy 
• Measurable

• KPIs and targets 
(continued evaluation)

• 5 year plan with strategic 
aims

• Project management and 
accountability

• Evidence based
• Reviewing national policies
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Building Our Finance Talent Management Vision 
DELTA

What was our vision for finance talent 
management that drove our success?

What are the one or two big priority initiatives 
we delivered that made the biggest difference?

• GREAT
• Growth

• In mindset
• In talent
• In finance function

• Retention 
• Of staff/professionals
• Of technical skills

• Equity
• In diversity
• In population health

• Accessible 
• To employee/potential employees
• Internally e.g. HR/medics
• Externally to patients

• Talented

• Keep in touch with leavers
• Recruit through Mumsnet

• KIT days for illness as well as maternity leave
• Central database of leavers who were good and we would want 

back

• Talent manager recommend on find
• Central contract if want to return to the NHS and then 

facilitations

• National buy in

• To talent management
• Automation and technology e.g. national reporting done on 

spreadsheets!!!!!!!

• Finance integration with HR + IT
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Building Our Finance Talent Management Vision 
ECHO

What was our vision for finance talent 
management that drove our success?

If colleagues in other parts of the business were to use one word to 
describe our talent management approach in finance, what would it be?

• We are 1 NHS Finance Team • Visionary 
• Innovative 

• Amazing
• Proud 

• Unique
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Building Our Finance Talent Management Vision 
FOXTROT

What was our vision for finance talent 
management that drove our success?

What work did we complete immediately after leaving the Ignition 
session that kept our momentum after leaving the workshop?

• An accessible framework which is collaborative and encourages 
development as BAU. 

• Talent management that leaves no one behind

• Framework

• Enforcement/expectation
• Reputational 

• Culture/environment

• Keep talking about it and working together
• ‘Stealing with pride’ internally and externally

• Develop an away-day package
• Launch strategy/action plan for framework and share responsibility 

• Working groups (national/regional)
• Rotational elements

• Model realistic targets for ‘good’
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Building Our Finance Talent Management Vision 

Equitably cultivating everyone's best potential for the benefit of the NHS

29%
Talent management that leaves no one behind

GREAT - Growth, Retention, Equity, Accessible, Talented :)

Create an inclusive culture that attracts, recognises and develops talent to achieve a world class finance function / 
By reaching out to our communities and our people and providing tools and opportunities in a fair and accessible way

We are One NHS Finance with a positive culture, building a diverse, inclusive, happy and 
motivated workforce with the skills required to enable improved health outcomes

We are 1 NHS Finance Team

An accessible framework which is collaborative and encourages development as BAU

26%

17%

11%

11%

6%

0%

Choose your favourite vision for how we manage talent across the NHS from the options we created below:
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Ways of Working Together 
to Achieve Success
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Andrea McGee
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Ruth Small
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Simon Ndhlovu
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Paras Shah
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Wonu Ogunlela

The final workround of the day consisted of participants aligning on how to best work 
together moving forwards, what key touchpoints and milestones need to be put in place, as 
well as agreeing on the one big this needed to drive this work forward
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Ways of Working Together to Achieve Success
ALPHA

Based on our initial thinking surrounding our talent management 
vision, how  can w e ensure w e continue to w ork together to 

achieve and stay true  to our vision after w e leave he w orkshop?

What touchpoints/milestones do w e w ant to 
put in place to ensure w e are achieving our

vision and still w orking w ell together?

• Keeping lines of communication open (same 
people / new people)

• Next steps / timeframe / track progress

• Share learnings
• Senior leadership buy-in

• Involvement from all staff group / levels
• Understand what other teams are doing so 

we don’t reinvest the wheel

• Tangible actions
• Set up communities around subject matters 

lead by an SRO

• Linkage to all resources finance related ‘all in 
one place’

• Do we want to have the same people / 
expand wider

• Reconnect over ‘Teams’

• Set up a Teams channel for sharing info
• Time frame of next steps & meetups

• Setting up KPI’s
• Progress against KPI’s

• Board buy-in
• People director

• Talent management lead (FSD?)   

What’s the one big thing w e need to drive forw ard?

• Clarity on what the skill gap is and then 
simplification on the offering on how to 
address it 

• HFMA? (national, branch)

• One NHS Finance? – mentoring / coaching 
vs sponsorship? – Reverse mentoring?

• FSD?

• SDN?

• Leadership Academy?

• Local courses?

• FFF?
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Ways of Working Together to Achieve Success
BRAVO

Based on our initial thinking surrounding our talent management 
vision, how  can w e ensure w e continue to w ork together to 

achieve and stay true  to our vision after w e leave he w orkshop?

What touchpoints/milestones do w e w ant to 
put in place to ensure w e are achieving our

vision and still w orking w ell together?

• Take learning back to organisation with 
summarised outputs

• Engagement

• Feedback
• Talent management working group 

(organisation level or regional)

• Regional CFO/ DoF meeting
Feedback to virtual national group  link into 
Nat. Fin. Ac.

Build on inputs of today  PMO (resourced)

? Need to consider how we bring everyone along 
– later stage 

• ? Lending people to share learning / 
understanding of piece

• Within first 6 months – feedback to own team 
& 3 other organisations

• 6 month deadline – feedback into national 
‘virtual’ group

• Baseline of where we are
• What is the gap?

• How can we be supported to close the 
gap?

• Defining the measurements?

• Annual next steps event

What’s the one big thing w e need to drive forw ard?

• Create the headspace & resource
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CHARLIE

Based on our initial thinking surrounding our talent management 
vision, how  can w e ensure w e continue to w ork together to 

achieve and stay true  to our vision after w e leave he w orkshop?

What touchpoints/milestones do w e w ant to 
put in place to ensure w e are achieving our

vision and still w orking w ell together?

• Working groups – National Systems Cross 
organisation

• Maintain momentum

• NHS Futures specific area that is easy to 
navigate 

• Tell people about it

• Give people protected time – not an add on

• Milestones

• Follow on meets
• Could we piggyback off HMRC

• Role models

• Vision published
• Working groups

• KPI’s + review + action
• Talk to each other 1/4ly 

• Clear actions
• Program lead

• Exemplar org
• Lesson learn

• FAAs

What’s the one big thing w e need to drive forw ard?

• Protected time
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DELTA

Based on our initial thinking surrounding our talent management 
vision, how  can w e ensure w e continue to w ork together to 

achieve and stay true  to our vision after w e leave he w orkshop?

What touchpoints/milestones do w e w ant to 
put in place to ensure w e are achieving our

vision and still w orking w ell together?

• Get buy in
• Spread the word

• Show benefit
• Buy in from the ‘top’

• Put KPI’s into place – measure our ‘goals’
• Needs resourcing / protected time to do the 

work (prioritise time)

• Collaboration across the system – regions 
Reps / Ambassadors/ talent ambassadors / 
champions

• Communicate – expectation / vision / share 
practice / case studies / success stories

• National / regional objectives  CFO to 
prioritise talent management / create 
objectives / achieve outcomes

1. Set a target 
• How

• When
2. Accountability – achieve set targets

3. Infrastructure / support mechanism / share 
best practice

4. Clear expectations / realistic targets / 
outcomes

5. Reach out to whole system / get 
representation / engagement

6. Feedback loop  check-in – are we on the 
right track

What’s the one big thing w e need to drive forw ard?

• Commitment
• CFO’s

• All staff

• Key stakeholders

• Julian / centre

• ‘Talent ambassadors’
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ECHO

Based on our initial thinking surrounding our talent management 
vision, how  can w e ensure w e continue to w ork together to 

achieve and stay true  to our vision after w e leave he w orkshop?

What touchpoints/milestones do w e w ant to 
put in place to ensure w e are achieving our

vision and still w orking w ell together?

• Put it in all of the team’s objectives
• Have a conversation with CFO / team leader 

• Tone from the top
• Culture

• Engage stakeholders e.g. HR
• Establish / (or link in to existing networks) to 

drive this forward

• Share slides & outputs from today’s session
• Identify key tasks & establish task and finish 

groups 

• Standing item on away day / team meeting 
agendas

• 1 champion per org

• Utilise the One NHS Finance Network to 
share output of today

• Need to create a shared action plan first
• 6 monthly stock-take with One NHS Finance

• Quarterly update at Finance Academy board 
(or equivalent)

• Have as a point in PDRs, which are / should 
be reviewed every six months

• Expressions of interest to be involved
• We all meet again in a year 

What’s the one big thing w e need to drive forw ard?

• Buy in from CFOs
• Recruitment process review

• Legal process / fairness vs encouraging 
internal progress
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FOXTROT

Based on our initial thinking surrounding our talent management 
vision, how  can w e ensure w e continue to w ork together to 

achieve and stay true  to our vision after w e leave he w orkshop?

What touchpoints/milestones do w e w ant to 
put in place to ensure w e are achieving our

vision and still w orking w ell together?

• Needs to be mandated?

• Group today – key stakeholders each taking 
responsibility take back to orgs

• Feeding back to wider audience 

• Further feedback

• Crows-sourcing

• Not just those already bought in

• system-level engagement

• Ensure taken to top & cascaded – held to 
account

• Expectations

• Metrics

• Clear & defined at each level

• Linking into staff surveys

• Outlining where we want to get to

• Identifying barriers

• Developmental ‘away-days’

0-3 months:
• Identify champions

• Away days
• Develop clear objectives & strategies

• Develop foundation for talent management

3-6 months:
• Present to financial leadership council

Future years:

What’s the one big thing w e need to drive forw ard?

• Engagement
• Ensure no one is left behind

• Proactiveness

• Solidify existing resources

• Developing consistency across regions
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Ways of Working Together to Achieve Success

Commitment - from CFOs, all staff, Julian/Centre, Key stakeholders, ‘Talent Ambassadors'

47%
Engagement

Create the headspace and resource

Protected time

Clarity on what the skills gap is and then simplification on the offering on how to address it

Buy in from CFOs

Recruitment process review

36%

31%

28%

25%

11%

11%

What's the top next big thing we need to do to move forward?
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I thought it was worth reflecting on everything we’ve done today.
We started off with Senda from KPMG, she spoke about long standing commitment to change and it felt so real 
and authentic. I want people to get that we’re as committed as this. I especially like the strategy of a fairer future 
for all – this sounds great.
We heard from HMRC. There was quite a lot of what they did that I thought we already do. They presented what 
they do as very structured and organised, and they were very proud of their promotion rates. They could quote 
confidentially the success that they had. We need to be able to do this.
James from KPMG asked the question “why do you stay in the job you do?” and that’s really good way to be 
looking at our workforce. I found it interesting that top CEOs are saying their number one risk is talent – it’s pretty 
crazy if we don’t think about that. He talked about talent management design principles and making sure they’re 
practical and easy to use. We need to do this otherwise it will be too difficult for us to implement. They will need 
to be accessible, clear and we must be aware we might need to take corrective courses where necessary. My 
CEO always says “please can you make sure it’s been hit with a simple stick before I see it” and this is the 
approach we need to take!
Fiona from KPMG and Mike from Coca Cola were next. The CCEP culture have where they spend 30% of their 
time talking about talent was very impressive - creating that pipeline, the talent ready in a few weeks, months, a 
year all the way through to hard to recruit and their skills shortage. Why would anyone not take this approach?! It 
just makes sense. It’s also important to make people feel valued - it’s more emotive and we need to think about 
how people are feeling!
Then we had to do a lot of work to do! We reflected on what those other organisations do, we recognised what we 
do well and we’re doing some great things. We looked at talent management through different lenses and 
perspectives.
We networked really hard, worked at how we galvanise this momentum, voted on a vision and voted on some 
great actions so thank you for coming up with those. We want commitment and commitment from the top.
I really liked that phrase “no one left behind” - who would have thought that a room full of accountant would come 
up with something like that!
Thank you for making this happen today, thank you to all of you, you’re the Talent Ambassadors. Please go back 
to your teams and spread the word. We’ll be coming to you now to ensure you take this forward. Once you’re a 
Talent Ambassador, you’re always a Talent Ambassador.
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